1 Box contents

Make sure you receive all items of your shipment.

The ATCA-748X MMOD-KIT contains:

1. (1) ATCA-748X MMOD carrier
2. (4) 6 mm long (diameter 3 mm) standoffs
3. (8) 4.8 mm long (diameter 3 mm) standoffs
4. (4) M1.6 x 5 mm screws
5. (4) M1.6 x 3 mm screws
6. (1) printed copy of Quick Start Guide (this document)
7. (1) printed Safety Notes Summary
8. Any other optional items ordered

NOTE: This kit does not include ATCA boards or SSD cards.

2 ESD

Electrostatic discharge and incorrect installation or removal of the card can damage circuit or shorten its life.

Use a properly grounded ESD wrist strap or work in an ESD-safe environment.

Connect to the ESD connector at the front or the rear of the system.

3 Site preparation

Prior to installation, prepare your site.

For information on the environmental requirements, refer to the ATCA-7480 Series Installation and Use manual.

Operating temperature is the temperature of the air circulating around the blade not the actual component temperature.

4 Mount the ATCA-748X MMOD-KIT

NOTE: The torque requirement for the standoffs and the 1.6 mm screws is 0.10 Nm.

To mount the kit, refer to the illustrations on the back page and follow these steps.

1. Remove the ATCA blade from the system
2. Install the SSD card(s) into the ATCA-748X-MMOD carrier
3. Reinstall the ATCA blade into the system

When installing:
- One (1) SSD card, use the bottom-most socket
- Two (2) SSD cards, use the bottom most and the middle sockets
- Reserve any remaining standoffs for future use
Assembling one SSD card

1. Insert (1) SSD card into the bottom most connector.
2. Mount (4) 6 mm standoffs to the mounting holes of the SSD card from bottom.
3. Fasten (4) M1.6 x 3 mm screws to the mounting holes of the SSD card from top.
4. Mount the SSD subassembly to the ATCA blade using (4) M1.6 x 5 mm screws from bottom.

Assembling two SSD cards

1. Insert (1) SSD card into the bottom most connector.
2. Mount (4) 6 mm standoffs to the mounting holes of the SSD card from bottom and (4) 4.8 mm standoffs from top.
3. Insert the second SSD card into the middle connector. Make sure that standoffs are properly aligned with the mounting holes of the SSD card.
4. Fasten (4) M1.6 x 3 mm screws to the mounting holes of the second SSD card from top.
5. Mount the SSD subassembly to the ATCA blade using (4) M1.6 x 5 mm screws from bottom.

**Note:** If one SSD card exists in the bottom-most connector, unfasten the M1.6 x 3 mm screws, mount the (4) 4.8 mm standoffs to the mounting holes of the first SSD card from top, and repeat steps 3 and 4.

Assembling three SSD cards

1. Insert (1) SSD card into the bottom-most connector.
2. Mount (4) 6 mm standoffs to the mounting holes of the SSD card from bottom and (4) 4.8 mm standoffs from top.
3. Insert the second SSD card into the middle connector. Make sure that standoffs are properly aligned with the mounting holes of the SSD card.
4. Mount (4) 4.8 mm standoffs to the mounting holes of the second SSD card from top.
5. Insert the third SSD card into the top most connector. Make sure that standoffs are properly aligned with the mounting holes of the SSD card.
6. Fasten (4) M1.6 x 3 mm screws to the mounting holes of the third SSD card from top.
7. Mount the SSD subassembly to the ATCA blade using (4) M1.6 x 5 mm screws from bottom.

**Note:** If two SSD cards exist in the bottom and middle connectors, unfasten the M1.6 x 3 mm screws, and repeat steps 4, 5, and 6.